TITLE: VISUAL AND AUDIO TRAINING MODULE DEVICE

ABSTRACT: A visual and sound training module device for running training modules containing sound and images. Adapted according to the target audience, such as different age ranges. It runs by manually mounting to a main device of an external hardware on which are installed parts of the program and which are specially developed for use with this main device.
Visual and Audio Training Module Device

DESCRIPTION

Technical Field to which the Invention is relevant

This is an Visual and Audio Training Module Device, which is aimed to increase the knowledge and awareness of the target groups in the age range varying according to training or education subject.

State of the art

As a result of the research made by me I have not found any voice and visual functioning training module device.

The technical problems that the invention aims to solve

This is a voice and visual broadcasting device, developed to run external training modules oriented to improve the different age range children’s knowledge, skills and awareness, taking into account at the same time their special health and educational needs and fields of interests.

For all of the children the injection hours are a painful process from psychological and physical aspects.

The majority of them cannot share and also cannot be in solidarity with their peers having also diabetics and thus having the same lifestyle.

The process of informing and training about the disease and its complications is a situation that requires special approaches and techniques.

A need for a role model is arising to be an example of determination and courage for the children feeling anxiety and fear in the point of self-injection.

Taking into account the age range of the target group, emerges the importance of the entertaining training method among the preferable methods.

As a result of blood sugar levels the regulation of which not being possible because of incorrect / incomplete insulin applications and poor eating and nutrition habits due to the incorrect/incomplete awareness, body’s health and integrity and the life quality are reduced severely.

With the project expected to be effective in solving the problems outlined above following objectives are aimed:

To make funny the children’s injection time.
To improve the life quality by providing learning the information about the disease (hyperglycemia, hypoglycemia, diabetes, etc.) thanks to the training module used by them by means of this device, how they should nourished and diet, what foods are beneficial, which are harmful, the importance of snacks and refreshment.

To improve their self-esteem by providing having their own self-control concerning the disease in school time and period. To teach them to do on their own the insulin application. To show and recount to them the right injection sites. To increase awareness of the children related with diabetes entertaining them at the same time. To create a new way of life.

**Description of the invention**

The training modules including sound and image, properly prepared according to the subjects changing pursuant to the target audience being with different age range, are android software, which will be ready for use by being integrated into the device with specifically designed external memory. The device processor consists of two parts. When the part of the processor will be in the main device, it's another part will available in the external memory. Although the use of the device is possible by mounting the both parts manually to each other, using of them separately will not be possible. The device does not allow any hardware installation except the training module prepared by us. The devices has a touch screen being designed of 7 inches allow to be used more easily by the children.

**The industrial application of the invention**

In the training modules bringing the educational and entertaining solution to the above-mentioned problems will be used the Visual Studio 2013 platform. In addition to the Platforms will be added the Xamarin Android plug-in. In the code part using of the C# coding is aiming the development of the requested Android application.

Using of the device functioning as the main display for publishing of the sound and images, which is running by mounting to the main unit the external equipment, on which is installed Android application.
Claims

1. The invention is a Visual and Audio Training Module Device, and its property and characteristic is; being a visual and audio broadcasting device developed to be run by the external hardware on which is installed the sound and visual training module.

2. In the demand 1, there are the visual and audio training modules and their properties and characteristics are; to have one or more than one section, images and audio for the requested training.

3. In the Demand 1 there is the external hardware, on which are is installed the training modules, and it’s properties and characteristics are; to be the equipment, on which are installed the training module software and being developed and produced to be used in this device, and running being mounted manually to the main device which will functioning as the monitor at the same time and running the main device because the part of the processor’s system is here.

4. In the Demand 1 there is sound and visual broadcasting device having the external hardware and developed to run the training modules and which properties and specifications are; to be a device being designed with the 7-Inch size, having a touch screen allowing the transfer of the sound and images and working by manually mounting the external hardware on which are installed the training modules developed to run it.
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